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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

With personal identification, there are biometric features that are used to identify 
person such as face, iris, palmprint and fingerprint image. In this day and age, some 
features can be faked by intent surgery or they are unexpectedly reshaped. In other 
hand, this feature can be used in the forensic science. To identify the clay, in some case 
that face and fingerprint are unusable, the teeth might be usable instead. For example, a 
person died in fire accident causing the corpse and features are reshaped so such 
features cannot be used. Unlike ordinary features, teeth cannot be easily reshaped. 
Thus, if teeth can be used as the main biometric feature, this problem can be solved. 
Moreover, according to biometric researchers aim to find the method to identify person 
with the less time consumption and evidence, teeth can be taken into account as the 
main biometric feature. For instance, a criminal has escaped from the prison and have 
the surgery. It is possible that face recognition cannot handle this case. With his teeth 
image, it can guarantee that he is a criminal and arrested by police at last. Additionally 
from the advantage of teeth together with the requirement of low storage, this 
technology can reduce cost for development. 

 People teeth, among the personal features, had been overlooked. We cannot 
outwardly distinct the person by teeth pattern. In fact, both pattern and color of people 
teeth are different according to the personal behavior. However, there is a case that 
their behaviors are the same; their teeth pattern might be different. In this research, teeth 
pattern is selected as main feature to distinguish people. The image samples were taken 
from subjects with the same range of age and same environment. Apart from that, neural 
network with back propagation learning is selected as a main tool to identify pattern 
because of the advantage in time and space consumption.  

 Refer to related works about teeth recognition, Kiattisin et al. proposed improved 
PCA and LDA-Based personal identification method, which uses PCA as identifier and 
improved the algorithm for filtering the unclassified images. Besides, PCA is also used in 
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face recognition as PCA based face recognition and testing criteria proposed by B. 
Poon et al. and enhanced face recognition through variation of principle component 
analysis by D.A. Meedeniya et al. Those techniques require complicated preprocessing. 
The other technique used for teeth recognition is applying Difference Image Entropy 
(DIE) to identify individual person. For this technique, Kim et al. proposed teeth 
recognition based on multiple attempts in mobile device, while Joen et al. proposed 
performance evaluation of DIE-based teeth image recognition system. Their method 
includes the calculation of average entropy from each image. This causes high 
complexity. In addition, to improve the accuracy of identification, the mix of two different 
physical features is proposed by Kim et al.  Teeth image and voice are combined for 
multimodal biometric authentication in mobile environment. Although they achieved high 
accuracy, many facial features were required for the face recognition process. 

 In this work, mixed features were proposed along with machine learning model 
for teeth recognition in terms of accuracy and false acceptance. In our experiment, 
global features are defined by the mixture of SVD of teeth image and color histogram. 
The local features are analyzed from teeth width ratio to reduce the error affected from 
the usage of only global features. These features were fed into the neural network based 
on Levenberg-Marquart backpropagation training algorithm because this algorithm can 
handle the complex input within the short learning period. To evaluate overall system 
including proposed features and neural network for teeth recognition, the proposed 
system was compared with other existing models for teeth recognition such as k-
Nearest Neighbor, Naïve Bayes, and Resilient propagation (R-Prop). In addition, the 
system with mixed features is also compared with the system with only global features to 
ensure that using mixed features yields better results. 

 This thesis is organized as follows. The second chapter explains a feature 
extraction and classification techniques which are used. The third chapter shows the 
proposed method. The fourth chapter is about experiment and results. The last two 
chapters are discussion and conclusion respectively. Some parts of this work contains 
the details which was already proposed in the proceeding of the 2nd International 
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Conference on Information Engineering and Computer Science 2010 (ICIECS2010) and 
the proceeding of the IEEE International Conference on Image Information and 
Techniques 2011 (IST2011) 

1.1. Objectives 

The main objectives of this study are the following: 

1. A teeth recognition that can be used in various applications. 

2. The teeth recognition with high accuracy in database. 

3. The complete system available for single image. 

1.2. Scope 

1. The dataset used in this experiment consists of portrait images with smiling. 

2. Motion blur errors from hand swaying are acceptable. 

3. The teeth recognition system is designed for single image input. 

1.3. Research methodology 

In order to achieve the objectives, the following tasks will be stated. The 
detail of the work in each task is described below. 

 Study related literatures: In this task, the similar works are analyzed. 
Existing works were compared with each others for getting the novel 
idea which is the proposed method. 

 Define problem: According to the previous task, the novel idea was 
defined then we stated the objective and scope of the work. 

 Design the methodology: After the problem was stated, the 
experimental steps were planned. 
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 Prepare the database: The pictures for testing were taken from the 
volunteers who are age in range. 

 Do the experiment 

 Conclude the results for the manuscript submission and thesis 

Table 1.1: Task schedule 

No. Task 
Month sequence 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
 

11
 

12
 

13
 

14
 

15
 

16
 

17
 

18
 

1 Study related literatures                   

2 Define problem                   

3 Design the methodology                   

4 Prepare database                   

5 Do experiment                   

6 Conclude the results                   

7 Prepare the proceedings                   

8 
Prepare thesis proposal 
test 

                  

9 Prepare dissertation.                   

1.4. Benefits 

1. A teeth recognition system that can be used in various applications. 

2. A single image teeth recognition system with high performance and easy to 
implement. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The biometric information is used to do the person identification extensively. 
Using biometric information in person identification can be separate into two types; the 
person recognition, and personal identification. Both of them are quite similar except the 
objectives are different. For the person recognition, the main objective is that learning 
machine systems can distinct persons that machines have learned that person’s 
information before. In this case, machines have to learn large database that contain 
many people information and can recognize each person from others. Besides the 
person identification is the learning machine that have learned only one person 
information to respond only to that person. For the second case, there are many 
products that response to that kind of problem nowadays. Besides, many researchers 
give interests in the recognition system more than another. There are quit many 
researches about the biometric information. The most popular is the fingerprint 
recognition. From the ancient time, in China, they also use the fingerprint to identify 
people by the official. Until now the curiosity of the human increases parallel with the 
advancing technology. From using only fingerprint, the other parts of human body can 
also use as biometric information such as face, palmprint, and iris. Moreover teeth also 
use as information in recognition system. There are many works that have experiment on 
teeth recognition. These ideas inspired the creation of novel biometric information. As 
people known, there are many cosmetic surgeries. Other biometric are human tissues 
which can be changed by many causes. Besides teeth are bones which will not 
reshaped in long time. This is the reason in doing research about teeth recognition 
system. In addition there are other recognition systems that have the interesting 
algorithm. Those research works can be use as the references in starting the research 
about the recognition. Although the biometric information is different in human term, for 
the learning machine, they are just some kind of data. The learning machine will learn 
the feature part until they can distinct each data from others. Later they can recognize 
the same pattern of data but from different objects. 
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2.1. Using several frame images 

The teeth recognition system is researched widespread however their 
methodology and principle are quit difference. Don-Ju Kim et al. proposed Teeth 
recognition based on multiple attempts in mobile device which is published in journal of 
Network and Computer applications. Their work is a novel recognition algorithm that 
using teeth-image based on multiple attempts. Usually most of the image-based 
biometrics systems utilize a single image during the recognition process. However, 
these algorithms sometimes fail to recognize users in practical situation due to false-
detected or undetected object. Their hypothesis is that the use of several frame images, 
rather than just one, could improve the accuracy of recognition processes. Their 
algorithm is quite good. However, their training and testing database is not large. Only 
three and five images per person are collected. The total number of person in each 
experiment group is five. The selection process is based on differential image entropy 
(DIE). This will compute the differential between current frame image and an averaged 
teeth image. Because they use multi frame image they have to select the subjects that 
will be fed on to the recognition system. They compared the embedded hidden Markov 
model as the recognition with the principal component analysis and linear discriminant 
analysis. 

According to these researchers, they also proposed another work that can 
develop on the mobile device. They considered that smart-phones are vulnerable to 
theft and loss due to their small size. A simple and convenient authentication system is 
required to protect private information stored in the mobile device. They proposed a 
multimodal biometric authentication approach using teeth image and voice as biometric 
traits. The individual matching scores obtained from the teeth image and voice are 
combined using a weighted-summation operation, and the fused-score is utilized to 
classify an unknown user into the acceptance or rejection. The teeth recognition part is 
the same as previous work except the voice recognition which is added to this work. 
They confirmed that the performance of the proposed system is better that the 
performance obtained using teeth only. However using voice is also include noise from 
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around the device. This may cause failure in some situations. If we cannot authenticate 
to our own mobile device, sometimes it cause problems. 

2.2. Using single image 

The multiple attempts teeth recognition gives high performance but the system 
has to select the images before fed to the classification step. This may take long time in 
the processing and complex in implementation. Besides there are many other 
recognition system that use single image based in the procedures. The one that use the 
well-known algorithm in their method is proposed by Supaporn Kiattisin and 
Chokemongkon Nadee, published Improved PCA and LDA-Based personal 
Identification Method at the third international symposium on biomedical engineering 
2008. They used the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) system to identify person by 
the input image. In addition, their improved method was handled with the reflection and 
orientation by adding more step before fed the image to the classification step.  

From reviewing, there are many other researches that does not mention above 
about using the Principal Component Analysis system in both feature extraction and 
classification. In the face recognition, they also use the Principal Component Analysis as 
classification. However there is a technique that is similar to the Principal Component 
Analysis in extracting feature and reducing the dimension of the image to remain only 
feature vector. That technique will be mentioned in the next chapter. There are other 
features that satisfied to be added in feature vector to advance the classification 
performance. 
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CHAPTER III 

THEORITICAL BACKGROUND 

Teeth-image recognition has the procedure as other biometric information 
recognition. To recognize object from the image usually uses the computer vision 
techniques. Basically a computer vision system processes images acquired from an 
electronic camera, which is like the human vision system where the brain processes 
images derived from the eyes. There are now many vision systems in routine industrial 
use: cameras inspect mechanical parts to check size, food is inspected for quality, and 
images used in astronomy benefit from computer vision techniques. In this studies, 
biometrics using computer vision include teeth recognition by the ‘pattern’ of their teeth. 

This research involved many techniques to do teeth-image recognition. The 
procedure is separate to three segments. Begin with image preparation, before doing 
recognition each image have to convert to a computer understandable format. The 
second part is feature extraction. To extract important feature from the prepared image 
this procedure is involved. The last part is the classifying by classification models. Four 
basic classification models were compared their performances. 

3.1. Image Preparation 

3.1.1. Gray scale image 

To make computer recognize the feature object from image can be done 
by the same inherent property of the human eye, known as Mach band affects the way 
we perceive images. These are illustrated in Figure 3.1 and are the darker bands that 
appear to be where two stripes of constant shade join. By assigning values to the image 
brightness levels, the cross-section of plotted brightness is shown in Figure 3.1(a). This 
shows that the picture is formed from stripes of constant brightness. Human vision 
perceives an image for which the cross-section is as plotted in Figure 3.1(c). These 
Mach bands do not really exist, but are introduced by your eye. The bands arise from 
overshoot in the eyes’ response at boundaries of regions of different intensity (this aids 
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us to differentiate between objects in our field of view). The real cross-section is 
illustrated in Figure 3.1(b). Note also that a human eye can distinguish only relatively few 
grey levels. It actually has a capability to discriminate between 32 levels (equivalent to 
five bits) whereas the image of Figure 3.1(a) could have many more brightness levels. 
This is why your perception finds it more difficult to discriminate between the low 
intensity bands on the left of Figure 3.1(a). 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Illustrating the Mach band effect 

  According to previous paragraph, before feature extraction procedure is 
processed, the image preparation is require to be done first. Same as above theory, 
each image in this research is converted to gray scale image first. Although the 
computer can see the object in the image as human being, they might take long time to 
do classifying task in this domain. To perform the task faster, the domain was changed 
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to another domain, frequency domain. Among the frequency domain, there are few 
transformations in considering. The one that is used in this dissertation is shown below. 

3.1.2. Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT) 

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) represents an image as a sum of 
sinusoids of varying magnitudes and frequencies. The DCT has the property that, for a 
typical image, most of the visually significant information about the image is 
concentrated in just a few coefficients of the DCT. For this reason, the DCT is often used 
in image compression applications. For example, the DCT is at the heart of the 
international standard lossy image compression algorithm known as JPEG. In this 
research, the discrete cosine transform is considered for computer performing faster by 
converting image to frequency domain. 

The two-dimensional DCT of an M-by-N matrix A is defined as follows. 

1 1

0 0

(2 1) (2 1)
cos[ ]cos[ ],

2 2

0 1,0 1,

M N

ij i j mn

m n

m i n j
F A

M N

p M q N

 
 

 

 

 


     


             (1) 

Where          

11
, 0, 0

,
2 2

,1 1 ,1 1

i j

ji
NM

i M j N
M N

 


 

 
  
      
  

 

The values 
ijF  are called the DCT coefficients of A . (Note that matrix 

indices in MATLAB always start at 1 rather than 0; therefore, the MATLAB matrix 
elements A (1,1) and F  (1,1) correspond to the mathematical quantities 00A  and 00F , 
respectively.) 

 The image preparation is complete at this step. Before the objects are fed to 
classification models for classifying step, the object which is frequency domain have to 
be analyzed and extracted the features. The most important in this research is feature 
extraction where two features is involved. The proposed feature, called hybrid features, 
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separates into global feature and local feature. In this research, the global feature is 
considered from some existing techniques that are discussed next. 

3.2. Feature extraction 

There are many techniques that are considered as feature extraction techniques. 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is often used for feature extraction. This technique 
is considered as candidate with another technique that is used in this research, Singular 
Value Decomposition (SVD). One goal of these techniques is to reduce dimension of the 
object. Although the discrete cosine transform had been used to convert domain to 
frequency for performing faster, the dimension of the object is yet high. Problems arise 
when performing recognition in a high-dimensional space. To prevent the curse of 
dimensionality occurs in classifying, Principal Component Analysis and Singular value 
Decomposition are applied to be feature extraction. Both techniques are discussed 
below. 

3.2.1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

Principal Component Analysis is a technique to identify the patterns in 
data and express the data in such a way as to emphasize their similarities and 
differences. Since patterns in data can be hard to find in data of high dimension, where 
the luxury of graphical representation is not available, PCA is a powerful tool for 
analyzing data. 

For PCA to work properly, each of the data dimensions have to be 
subtracted the mean. The mean subtracted is the average across each dimension. So, 
all the x  values have x  (the mean of the x  values of all the data points) subtracted, 
and all the y  values have y  subtracted from them. This produces a data set whose 
mean is zero. Table 3.1 shows the sample data that has x  values and y  values. Table 
3.2 shows the adjusted data which are subtracted with the mean of each value. The 
subtracted mean values are shown below.  
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Table 3.1 Sample data Table 3.2 Adjusted data 
 

x  values y  values 
2.5 2.4 
0.5 0.7 
2.2 2.9 
1.9 2.2 
3.1 3 
2.3 2.7 
2 1.6 
1 1.1 

1.5 1.6 
1.1 0.9 

 

x  values y  values 
0.69 0.49 
-1.31 -1.21 
0.39 0.99 
0.09 0.29 
1.29 1.09 
0.49 0.79 
0.19 -0.31 
-0.81 -0.81 
-0.31 -0.31 
-0.71 -1.01 

 

2.5 0.5 2.2 1.9 3.1 2.3 2 1 1.5 1.1
1.81.

10
x

        
   

2.4 0.7 2.9 2.2 3 2.7 1.6 1.1 1.6 0.9
1.91.

10
y

        
   

The adjusted data is used to calculate the covariance matrix. This is 
done in the same way of variance. Basically variance is used to calculate 1-dimensional 
data.  

2

1

( )

var( ) .
( 1)

n

i

i

X X

X
n









                                              (2) 

For more than one dimension, the covariance is used instead. Since both 
of them are the same technique, their formulas are similar. The equation below is for 
calculating covariance for 2-dimension. 
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cov( , ) cov( , )
.

cov( , ) cov( , )

x x x y
C

y x y y

 
  
 

                                       (3) 

 
1

( )( )

cov( , ) .
( 1)

n

i i

i

X X Y Y

X Y
n



 





                                     (4) 

  Where n  equals to 10, in this sample case.  To calculate cov( , )x x  is the 
same as var( )x since there is calculation in one dimension. According to the equation 
(4), we knew that cov( , )x y  equals to cov( , )y x . Table 3.3 below shows the result in 
covariance of the sample data. 

Table 3.3. 2-dimensional data set and covariance calculation 

   

 

 

i  x   y   ix x   iy y   2( )ix x  2( )iy y  ( )( )i ix x y y   

1 2.5 2.4 0.69 0.49 0.4761 0.2401 0.3381 
2 0.5 0.7 -1.31 -1.21 1.7161 1.4641 1.5851 
3 2.2 2.9 0.39 0.99 0.1521 0.9801 0.3861 
4 1.9 2.2 0.09 0.29 0.0081 0.0841 0.0261 
5 3.1 3 1.29 1.09 1.6641 1.1881 1.4061 
6 2.3 2.7 0.49 0.79 0.2401 0.6241 0.3871 
7 2 1.6 0.19 -0.31 0.0361 0.0961 -0.0589 
8 1 1.1 -0.81 -0.81 0.6561 0.6561 0.6561 
9 1.5 1.6 -0.31 -0.31 0.0961 0.0961 0.0961 
10 1.1 0.9 -0.71 -1.01 0.5041 1.0201 0.7171 

Average  0.616556 0.716556 0.615444 
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From the table 3.3, the covariance matrix of this sample data is 

0.616556 0.615444
cov .

0.615444 0.716556

 
  
 

 

Since the covariance matrix is square, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
can be calculated for this matrix. These are rather important, as they represent the 
useful information about the data. Basically to find the eigenvalues for low dimension 
n n  matrix, in this case, n  is equal to 2, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
covariance matrix is shown below. 

0.0491

1.284
eigenvalues

 
  
 

 

0.7352 0.6779

0.6779 0.7352
eigenvectors

 
  
 

 

  After obtaining the eigenvectors, the highest eigenvaluse is choosen 
then the eigenvector of that eigenvalue multiplies with the sample data.  In fact, it turns 
out that the eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue is the principle component of the 
data set. It is the most significant relationship between the data dimensions. Finally the 
feature vector of sample data is reduced to one-dimension. This feature vector is fed to 
classification model to do classification. 

3.2.2. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 

The singular value decomposition is the technique in the linear algebra. 
This is very useful technique in data analysis and visualization. It emphasizes initial 
characterization of the data and represents the data using a smaller number of 
variables. In this work, the singular value decomposition is proposed as feature 
extraction technique along with color histogram and teeth-width ratio. 
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  The singular value decomposition of a matrix factors an mxn  matrix A  
into the form in equation below. 

.TA USV                                                      (5) 

Where U  is an mxm  orthogonal matrix; V  an nxn  orthogonal matrix, and S  an mxn  
matrix containing the singular values of A  along its diagonal. 

For a simple example, suppose A  matrix is 4 2x  dimensions contain 
values as below.  

2 4

1 3

0 0

0 0

A

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Matrix V  from (5) contains the corresponding eigenvectors of TA A . After obtaining 
eigenvalues, they are rearranged the values in descending order. The matrix V  is the 
eigenvector that rearranged the column following the order of eigenvalues. 

0.1339 0
 of 

0 29.8661

Teigenvalues A A
 

  
 

 

0.9145 0.4046
,  of 

0.4046 0.9145

Teigenvectors A A
  

  
 

 

After rearranging the values, the set of eigenvectors associated below as V matrix. 

0.4046 0.9145

0.9145 0.4046
V

  
  

 
 

  Next, the singular value of A  matrix is defined from the square root of 
the corresponding eigenvalues of the matrix TA A  in the same order as V . Earlier it was 
defined to be diagonal matrix which is mxn  dimensions. Let 1S  be a square rxr matrix 
containing the singular values of A  along its diagonal. Therefore the matrix S  is placed 
with the zero singular values at the end of the diagonal matrix, 1S . The correct 
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dimension is padded with m r rows of zeros and n r  columns of zeros. In this 
sample, the 1S  matrix is padded with 2 rows and 0 columns as below. 

5.465 0

0 0.3659

0 0

0 0

S

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  For last matrix U , this matrix is obtained from eigenvectors of TAA  with 
the method as obtaining matrix V . The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of TAA  is 
illustrated below. 

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
 of ,

0 0 0.1339 0

0 0 0 29.8661

Teigenvalues AA

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

0 0 0.576 0.8174

0 0 0.8174 0.576
 of 

1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

Teigenvectors AA

  
 


 
 
 
 

 

So the rearrange of the eigenvectors of TAA  in the same order of as their respective 
eigenvalues is matrix U . 

0.8174 0.576 0 0

0.576 0.8174 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

U

  
 

 
 
 
 

 

  The proposed method in this work is obtained only feature vector which 
is from the main diagonal of singular values matrix S . This technique helps 
compressing the image to only important pattern for reducing time in classifying. 
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3.2.3. Gray scale and color Histogram 

Histogram technique is usually use in image processing and computer 
vision. Histograms are used to plot density of image. For the gray scale histogram, the 
density is calculated from the density of gray image which has range between 0 and 
255. The histogram obtained by counting the density of each pixel. Consequently the 
gray scale histogram feature vector has length 256. 

For the color histogram, a pixel is separated into three colors which are 
red, green, and blue. This feature vector was separately counted the density then the 
feature vector is 768 long. 

3.3. Classification models 

The classification models play an important role in this research. More over the 
classification models are used in many works that involve the pattern recognition both in 
statistic and computer vision. Basically the classification model analyzed the 
characteristic of the data-set or found the object in the image by recognizing the 
pattern. 

In the experiment, four existing classification models consisting of Naïve Bayes 
model, K-nearest neighbor classifier, multilayer perceptron with backpropagation 
learning and Levenberg Marquardt training algorithm and Resilient backpropagation 
classifiers were under the consideration. 

3.3.1. Naïve Bayes classifier 

Naïve Bayes classifier is a probabilistic classifier based on independent 
feature model. Meaning the Naïve Bayes classifier is designed for use when features are 
independent of one another within each class, but it appears to work well in practice 
even when that independence assumption is not valid. It classifies data in two steps: 
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1. Training step: Using the training samples, the method estimates the parameters 
of a probability distribution, assuming features are conditionally independent 
given the class. 

2. Prediction step: For any unseen test sample, the method computes the posterior 
probability of that sample belonging to each class. The method then classifies 
the test sample according the largest posterior probability. 

The class-conditional independence assumption greatly simplifies the 
training step since you can estimate the one-dimensional class-conditional density for 
each feature individually. While the class-conditional independence between features is 
not true in general, research shows that this optimistic assumption works well in 
practice. This assumption of class independence allows the Naïve Bayes classifier to 
better estimate the parameters required for accurate classification while using less 
training data than many other classifiers. This makes it particularly effective for datasets 
containing many features. 

Naïve Bayes classification is based on estimating ( | )P X Y , the 
probability or probability density of features X  given class Y . Before dataset are fed 
to the Naïve Bayes classification model, the dataset must be provided the distributions 
to estimate the parameters for a feature's distribution. In this research, the normal 
distribution is considered. This distribution is appropriate for features that have normal 
distributions in each class. The Naïve Bayes classifier estimates a separate normal 
distribution for each class by computing the mean and standard deviation of the training 
data in that class.  

The classifier is based on the Bayes’ Theorem or Bayesian inference. 
This method uses evidence to calculate the probability that the hypothesis may be true. 
The equation below shows the simple formula that describes the Bayes’ Theorem. 
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( | ) ( )
( | ) .

( )

P E H P H
P H E

P E
                                        (6) 

Where  H : The hypothesis. 

 E : The evidence that has been observed. 

( )P H : The prior probability of H  that was inferred before new evidence is 
available. 

( | )P E H : The condition probability of seeing the evidence E  if the hypothesis 
H  is true. 

( )P E : The priori probability of witnessing the new evidence E  under all 
possible hypotheses. It can be calculated as the sum of the product of all 
probabilities of any complete set of mutually exclusive hypotheses and 
corresponding conditional probabilities: 

1

( ) ( | ) ( ).
n

i i

i

P E P E H P H


  

 ( | )P H E : The posterior probability of H  given E  and the new estimate of the 
probability that the hypothesis H  is true, taking the evidence E  into account. 

  To compare know and predicted classes of observations, the confusion 
matrix is used to tabulate misclassifications. Each column of the matrix represents the 
instances in a predicted class, while each row represents the instances in a known 
class. The diagonal is the results that correctly classified. One benefit of a confusion 
matrix is that it is easy to see if the system is confusing two classes. Table 3.4 shows an 
example of confusion matrix. 
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Table 3.4. An example of confusion matrix 

 Predicted 
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 

Kn
ow

n 
Cl

as
se

s Class 1 5 3 0 
Class 2 2 3 1 
Class 3 0 2 11 

 

3.3.2. k-Nearest neighbor 

The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is a classifying method based on 
closest training examples in the feature space, in pattern recognition. The k-nearest 
neighbor is called lazy learning where the function is only approximated locally and all 
computation is deferred until classification. The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is 
the simplest among all of machine learning algorithm. An object is classified by a 
majority vote of its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the class most common 
among its k nearest neighbors, usually k is small positive integer. In this experiment, k is 
set to 1 then the object is simply assigned to the class of its nearest neighbor. A 
Euclidean distance measure is used to calculate how close each member of the training 
set is to the object that is being examined.  

For simple example, suppose sample data and training data are set as 
below with assigned classes. 

Table 3.5. Sample data with class assigned Table 3.6. Training data 
 

Class x y 
1 0.9 0.8 
2 0.1 0.3 
3 0.2 0.6 

 

x y 
0 0 

0.5 0.5 
1 1 
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  The Euclidean distance measure is described in the equation (7). After 
each data in the training data is calculated the distance between each data each class, 
the lowest distant between training and sample data means the nearest. 

2 2( , ) ( ) ( ) .x x y ydist s t s t s t                                                 (7) 

Where  xS : A sample data in x column. 

 
yS : A sample data in y column. 

 xt : A training data in x column. 

 yt : A training data in y column. 

Table 3.7. The table show the Euclidean distance between each class member and 
training data (0,0) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the table 3.7, the training data (0,0) is closest to sample data of 
class 2, so that training data belong to class 2. Because k is set to 1, the training data 
can selected only one nearest neighbor. Besides the large data set, k may be set larger 
to reduce misclassified. In this simple example, each class has only one sample data so 
training data can select only one closest. For large data set, suppose k is set to 4, the 

Class x y Euclidean distant 

1 0.9 0.8 2 2(0.9 0) (0.8 0) 1.2042     

2 0.1 0.3 2 2(0.1 0) (0.3 0) 0.3162     

3 0.2 0.6 2 2(0.2 0) (0.6 0) 0.6325     
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first 4 closest neighbors are selected. The training data class will be chosen from the 
class that has greatest number of closest neighbors among those 4 neighbors. The 
Euclidean distant measure for the rest of data is shown below. The result is shown in the 
table 3.10. 

Table 3.8. The table show the Euclidean distance between each class member and 
training data (0.5,0.5) 

 

3.3.3.  

3.3.4.  

 

 

 

 

Table 3.9. The table show the Euclidean distance between each class member and 
training data (1,1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class x y Euclidean distant 

1 0.9 0.8 2 2(0.9 0.5) (0.8 0.5) 0.5     

2 0.1 0.3 2 2(0.1 0.5) (0.3 0.5) 0.4472     

3 0.2 0.6 2 2(0.2 0.5) (0.6 0.5) 0.3162     

Class x y Euclidean distant 

1 0.9 0.8 2 2(0.9 1) (0.8 1) 0.2236     

2 0.1 0.3 2 2(0.1 1) (0.3 1) 1.1402     

3 0.2 0.6 2 2(0.2 1) (0.6 1) 0.8944     
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Table 3.10. Result table of the k-Nearest Neighbor classification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.3. Resilient backpropagation training algorithm 

The Resilient backpropagation algorithm is the training algorithm in 
multilayer perceptron. The backpropagation is the generalization of the Widrow-Hoff 
learning rule to multilayer networks and nonlinear differentiable transfer functions. Input 
vectors and the corresponding target vectors are used to train a network until it can 
approximate a function, associate input vectors with specific output vectors, or classify 
input vectors in an appropriate way as defined. Networks with biases, a linear transfer 
function as hidden layer and output layer are capable of approximating any function with 
continuities.  Figure 3.2 shows the linear transfer function in graph. 

 

Figure 3.2. Linear transfer function 

x y Predicted Class 

0 0 2 

0.5 0.5 3 

1 1 1 
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Standard backpropagation is a gradient descent algorithm, as is the 
Widrow-Hoff learning rule, in which the network weights are moved along the negative of 
the gradient of the performance function. The term backpropagation refers to the 
manner in which the gradient is computed for nonlinear multilayer networks. There are a 
number of variations on the basic algorithm that are based on other standard 
optimization techniques, such as conjugate gradient and Newton methods.  

Basically feedforward networks often have one or more hidden layers of 
neurons followed by an output layer of linear neurons. Multilayers of neurons with linear 
transfer functions allow the network to learn linear relationships between input and 
output vectors. The linear output layer let the network produce values outside the range 
-1 to +1. The figure 3.3 illustrates the neural network architecture which is used in this 
research that has two linear hidden layers and a linear output layer.  

 

Figure 3.3. Neural network architecture 

  For the time being two-layer feed-forward networks, one hidden layer 
and an output layer, can potentially learn virtually any input-output relationship, 
feedforward networks with more layers might learn complex relationships more quickly. 
As complex dataset in this research, the proposed neural network model has two hidden 
layers and an output layer to deal with the complexity of the dataset. There are generally 
two steps in this algorithm; training and test step. First the neural network has to learn on 
the examples of desired behavior. The desired behavior is summarized by a set of input 
and output. The neural network calculates desires change to their weights ( W ) and 
biases ( b ), given input vectors ( p ). The desired output vector contains values of either  
-1 or 1, because the neural network has the linear transfer function. 
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  Once the neural network weights and biases are initialized, the neural 
network is ready for training. During training the weights and biases of the network are 
iteratively adjusted to minimize the network performance function. The default 
performance function for feedforward networks is mean square error; the average 
squared error between the neural network outputs and the desired outputs. This 
algorithm uses the gradient of the performance function to determine how to adjust the 
weights to minimize performance. The gradient is determined using a technique called 
backpropagation, which involves performing computations backward through the 
network. Basically this training algorithm, the weights are moved in the direction of the 
negative gradient. Therefore there is a problem when using steepest descent in training 
a multilayer network, because the gradient can have a small magnitude and cause small 
changes in the weights and biases, even though the weights and biases are far from 
their optimal values. 

  The Resilient backpropagation (Rprop) training algorithm is to eliminate 
these harmful effects of the magnitudes of the partial derivatives. Only the sign of the 
derivative can determine the direction of the weight update. That means the magnitude 
of the derivative has no effect on the weight update. The size of the weight change is 
determined by a separate update value. The update value for each weight and bias is 
increased whenever the derivative of the performance function with respect to that 
weight has the same sign for the two successive iterations. The update value is 
decreased whenever the derivative with respect to that weight changes sign from the 
previous iteration. If the derivative is zero, the update value remains the same. 
Whenever the weights are oscillating, the weight change is reduced. If the weight 
continues to change in the same direction for several iterations, the magnitude of the 
weight change increases. 

  The advantage of the Resilient backpropagation (Rprop) training 
algorithm is generally much faster than the standard steepest descent algorithm. 
Besides Resilient backpropagation (Rprop) training algorithm also has the nice property 
that it requires only a modest increase in memory requirements. 
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3.3.4. Multilayer perceptron with Levenberg-Marquardt learning 

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is the learning algorithm in the 
neural network backpropagation. This algorithm also increases the speed in learning as 
the Resilient backpropagation. The Levenberg-Marquardt use the quasi-Newton 
methods to perform the training faster. 

Originally Newton’s method is an alternative to the conjugate gradient 
methods for fast optimization. It uses the Hessian matrix which is the second-order 
derivatives of the performance function of the weights and biases. Newton’s method 
often converges faster than conjugate gradient method. Unfortunately, it is complex to 
compute the Hessian matrix for feedforward neural networks. There is an algorithm that 
is based on Newton’s method, but which doesn’t have to calculate second derivatives. 
These are called quasi-Newton or secant methods. The neural networks update an 
approximate Hessian matrix at each iteration of the algorithm. The update is computed 
as a function of the gradient. Like the quasi-Newton methods, the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm was designed to approach second-order training speed without having to 
compute the Hessian matrix. When the performance function has the form of a sum of 
squares (as is typical in training feedforward networks) then the Hessian matrix can be 
approximated as 

.TH J J                                                 (8) 

and the gradient can be computed as 

.Tg J e                                                     (9)   

where J is the Jacobian matrix that contains first derivatives of the network errors with 
respect to the weights and biases, and e is a vector of the network errors. The Jacobian 
matrix can be computed through standard backpropagation techniques that are much 
less complex than computing the Hessian matrix. 
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The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm uses this approximation to the 
Hessian matrix in the following Newton’s method update 

1

1 [ ] .T T

k kx x J J I J e 

                                (10) 

  When the scalar   is zero, this is just Newton’s method, using the 
approximate Hessian matrix. When   is large, this becomes gradient descent with a 
small step size. Newton’s method is faster and more accurate near an error minimum, so 
the aim is to shift toward Newton’s method as quickly as possible. Thus,   is decreased 
after each successful step (reduction in performance function) and is increased only 
when a tentative step would increase the performance function. In this way, the 
performance function is always reduced at each iteration of the algorithm. 

  This algorithm appears to be the fastest method for training moderate-
sized feedforward neural networks (up to several hundred weights). The best type of 
problem for the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is a function approximation problem 
where the network has fewer than hundred weights and the approximation must be very 
accurate. In general, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm does not perform as well on 
pattern recognition problems as it does on function approximation problems. The 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is designed for least squares problems that are 
approximately linear. In this research, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is proposed 
as the classification model in the system notwithstanding. Thus the transfer function in 
the hidden layer is linear transfer function. 

3.4. Cross-validation 

The cross validation is used to generalize an independent data set. This 
technique uses when setting the data set to estimate how accurately a predictive model 
will perform in practice. The data set is apart into equally subset. The training set is used 
to perform the analysis. The validation set is used to validate the analysis. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accuracy
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This work is involved the k-fold cross validation. The original sample is randomly 
partitioned into K subsamples. Of the K subsamples, a single subsample is retained as 
the validation data for testing the model, and the remaining 1k   subsamples are used 
as training data. The cross-validation process is then repeated k times (the folds), with 
each of the K subsamples used exactly once as the validation data. The k results from 
the folds then can be averaged (or otherwise combined) to produce a single estimation. 
The advantage of this method over repeated random sub-sampling is that all 
observations are used for both training and validation, and each observation is used for 
validation exactly once. 5-fold cross-validation is considered in this work. 

 The detail of the proposed system is described in the next chapter. From the 
preprocessing until the classifying, they are described step by step with flow diagram of 
this system. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PROPOSED METHOD 

In this part, our proposed features and model are described. The overall system 
is depicted in flow diagram as shown in Figure 4.1. It can be separated into two 
consecutive parts: the proposed features and classification model. From the various 
models evaluation, using singular value decomposition and color histogram as input 
features yields good results. Besides the database is larger, the accuracy becomes 
lower. Thus other feature is considered to be added. In the second part, the local 
feature with the properties of compact size and distinguishably is considered. Such 
feature is teeth width ratio. For every single smiling image, that teeth is visible, the most 
visible part is the upper front teeth that wide spread along with person lips. Therefore 
the width of the teeth is collected. In the other hands, the height of the teeth cannot be 
considered due to its invisibility in some cases. After hybrid features merged from global 
and local features are extracted, they are fed into the classification model. The 
classification model is considered from several models. The one that is simple like 
neural network backpropagation is selected. Among the neural network 
backpropagation, there are many learning algorithm to be considered. The fast 
algorithm is considered first. Among the fast learning algorithm, the evaluation 
experiment is analyzed. The one selected to be proposed is the Levenberg-Marguardt 
learning algorithm, based on highest accuracy. 

In this chapter, the explanation of proposed method is written. First, the feature 
extraction is explained. The hybrid features is come from global feature and local 
feature. Each feature is described with the method and the calculation. Finally, the 
classification model, neural network backpropagation with Levenberg-Marquardt 
learning algorithm is described along with its architecture model, which is used in this 
experiment. 
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Figure 4.1. Flow Diagram 

4.1. Feature Extraction 

The extraction process can be divided into two major parts corresponding to 
global features and local features. 
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4.1.1. Global Feature 

For this part, two-Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (2D-DCT) is 
proposed to extract DCT coefficients of teeth image. The 2D-DCT is selected because it 
has been widely used for extracting a unique set of features for each image in a training 
set. Due to a property of linear separable transform, 2D-DCT can be processed in term 
of a traditional DCT (1D-DCT) by performing along a single dimension followed by a 
one-dimensional DCT in another dimension. For an input image A of size ( M N ) and 
the transformed image B, the 2D-DCT can be performed by (1), where M and N are 
number of rows and columns of image A, respectively.  

1 1

0 0

(2 1) (2 1)
cos[ ]cos[ ],

2 2

0 1,0 1,

M N

pq p q mn

m n

m p n q
B A

M N

p M q N

 
 

 

 

 


     


             (11) 

Where          

11
, 0, 0

,
2 2

,1 1 ,1 1

p q

qp
NM

p M q N
M N

 


 

 
  
      
  

 

The image of transform coefficients can be shown as Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2. Original grey scale image (left) and its 2D-DCT (right)  

From the image of 2D transform coefficients, Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) is applied in the next step. Only diagonal entries in the 
decomposition matrix are used as the first set of features for our system. This aims to 
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extract the unique features in compact size for training process with less time 
consumption. To compute SVD, the DCT coefficient matrix can be formed by 

'.A USV                                                      (12) 

where   A : 2D-DCT coefficient matrix of size m x n 

U : orthogonal columns matrix of size m x r 

S : orthogonal columns matrix of size r x r 

V : orthogonal columns matrix of size n x r 

The composition of 2D-DCT coefficient matrix can be explained in Figure 
4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3. Singular Value Decomposition matrix 

The second set of global features is obtained from color image histogram. 
Teeth image are separated into three color channels: red, green, and blue. Then, for 
each color channel, the frequency of each intensity value is accounted to perform a 
histogram vector. Combining three histogram vectors with concatenation yields a vector 
of color histogram. Finally, a set of diagonal entries in singular value matrix and a color 
histogram will be merged together for creating a complete set of global features 

4.1.2. Local Feature 

Local features are the features that can be obtained from some specific 
locations in the image. For this part, the width of each of four upper front teeth is 
considered. The reason of selecting a group of upper front teeth is that most of image 
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captured when people smile contains these teeth. To extract local features, suppose 
that there is a line across four upper front teeth. The intensity values along this line can 
be projected as shown in Figure 4.4. and 4.5. It can be obvious that edge of two 
adjacent teeth performs local minimum in intensity projection.  

 

Figure 4.4. The width of each of four upper front teeth 

 

Figure 4.5. The intensity of the front teeth 

Then, the width of each of four upper front teeth,
iw , is extracted from 

measuring the distance between two points causing local minimum. After that, the 

normalized width, ˆ
iW , of each teeth can be calculated from the equation. 
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                                                      (13) 

ˆ  for 1,2,3,4.iW i   

After extraction of global and local features, these features are combined 
into a vector of hybrid features and used as input of classification model. Figure 4.6 
shows the proposed vector. 

 

Figure 4.6. Feature vector 

4.2. Classification Model 

Due to the purpose of reducing time consumption in training step and during the 
process, multilayer perceptrons backpropagation with Levenberg-Marquardt training 
algorithm is selected as the simple model for our system. For the multilayer perceptrons, 
the output at unit i in layer k + 1 is: 

1 1 1

1

( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ).
k

k k k k

j

n i w i j a j b i  



                             (14) 

 where w(i,j) is the weight connecting from unit j to unit i, a is the output from layer 
k, and b is the bias at layer k+1 of neural network.  

The output at unit i in layer k+1 is: 

1 1 1( ) ( ( )).k k ka i f n i                                           (15) 

Then, 
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1 1 1 1

1

( ) ( ( , ) ( ) ( )).
k

k k k k k

j

a i f w i j a j b i   



                                (16) 

To find the recurrence relation at the final layer, the first derivatives of the 
network errors and updating function for each layer must be found. 

For the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, and approximation of the Hessian 
matrix, the matrix of second derivatives of the updating function which difficult to 
compute by ordinary analytical methods, so this matrix can be defined using the 
Jacobian matrix as (7). 

.TH J J                                                           (17) 

The Jacobian matrix containing first derivatives of the network errors with 
respect to parameter vector x in each layer is used to minimize the updating function. 
The parameters can be updated by: 

1

1 [ ] .T T

k kx x J J I J e 

                                     (18) 

Where e  is a network error vector, the   is a constant to control the speed of 
parameter learning. In this experiment, we set parameter   to 0.001 with increasing 
adaptive value as 5 and decreasing adaptive value is 0.05. There are 2 hidden layers 
with 3 and 4 neurons respectively in each layer. Each node is linear transfer function. 
For output layer, the linear transfer function also considered along with target is set to be 
between -1 and 1. This model architecture is shown Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7. Architecture of Neural network backpropagation model used in this 
experiment 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENT 

In the experiment, the images that have been used in the dataset are taken by 
digital camera, Nikon D3000 with 18-55 VR lens. The original image resolution is 1944 x 
2896 pixels. From the collection, region of teeth are focused and manually located under 
the normalized size of 64 x 128 pixels. The example of the teeth images in the dataset is 
shown in Figure 5.1. There are 25 subjects in this experiment which are classified into 25 
classes and 20 pictures are taken for each person. Therefore, the total number of teeth 
images is 500. 

 

Figure 5.1. Example of an image in dataset 

The experiment was separated into two parts. In the first part, various feature 
extractions are discussed with some of classification models to compare their 
performance. In this part, 10 persons with 20 pictures per each person were used to 
determine the performance. Totally, there are 10 classes for 10 persons. The all 
misclassified are false acceptance. Besides, four feature extraction techniques which 
were PCA, SVD, gray scale histogram, and color histogram were also considered as 
well. 
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5.1. First Experiment 

In first part of experiment, the above feature extractions were fed to four 
classification models. The selected models are Naïve Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbor, 
Resillient propagation and the proposed model, multilayer perceptrons with Levenberg-
Marquardt training. 

In the experiment, the proposed feature is considered to evaluate with other 
features such as values from Principal Component Analysis. Principal Component 
Analysis can be used as classification model and feature extraction. In this case, to 
evaluate with the proposed feature, the Principal Component Analysis can be 
considered as feature extraction. Further from Principle Component Analysis and 
Singular Value Decomposition techniques, the color of the teeth is considered to be 
used to classify person. Thus the color histogram and gray histogram are considered to 
be compared with those two techniques. To ensure the result from the proposed 
method, only the color histogram is tested to compare with the proposed feature which 
including the Singular Value Decomposition and color histogram. 

For classification models, the well-known Naïve Bayes classification is 
considered to this test. The k-nearest neighbor which is widely used in the people 
recognition systems is also included.  Those models are selected to compare with the 
proposed neural network backpropagation models. Further to analyze the result in using 
neural network bakpropagation, two learning algorithm are selected to compare with 
those two models. Those learning algorithms are Resilient backpropagation and 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. 

For Naïve Bayes model, either principal components or singular values were 
independently selected. The ratio of training and testing was 75:25. Naïve Bayes is a 
probabilistic classifier with normal Gaussian distribution.  Like other classifiers, the 
model attempts to classify teeth images into personal class. In the training process, all 
related parameters are estimated from the conditional probability of occurrence to form 
the function of probability distribution for independent features in the given class. In the 
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testing process, the model calculates the posterior probability of the teeth image for an 
appropriate class. This model yields high false acceptance rate because there is no 
reject class. In other words, all misclassified images are all images assigned into other 
class. The False Acceptance Rate (FAR) can be calculated by (9). 

.n

n p

f
FAR

f f


                                                       (19) 

where  nf  : Number of False accepted Images 

pf  : Number of True accepted Images 

For k-Nearest Neighbor, this classifier classifies object based on closest 
samples in the feature space. In this work, k was equal to 1. In this classification, the 
unlabeled object is assigned the label which is most frequent among the k training 
samples nearest to the considered object. Five systems can be constructed based on 
this classifier. For each personal class, each image was set to be the labeled object. 

The third model used to identify person to compare with our method was resilient 
backpropagation classifier. For this model, five feature extractions were all considered. 
Five-fold cross validation was also considered together with 75:25 ratios of training 
images and testing images. The momentum was initially set to 0.9. The learning rate and 
maximum epoch were 0.5 and 50, respectively. In addition the acceptance threshold for 
activation function was also 0.55. The R-prop differs to traditional backpropagation 
learning in term of weight tuning based on only the change of direction or sign of the 
derivative without the considering the magnitude of the derivative. The advantage of 
Resilient propagation is speed for training. The architecture of this model is the same as 
shown in Figure 4.7. Besides, only the algorithms for training are different. 

For our algorithm, with the backpropagation learning and Levenberg-Marquardt 
training algorithm, dataset was separated for training and testing in the ratio of 75:25 
with the inclusion of five-fold cross validation. The momentum was initially defined to 0.9. 
The parameter µ and maximum epoch were 0.001 and 50, respectively. The threshold of 
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acceptance for the activation function was set to be 55. In other words, the teeth image 
was accepted for the appropriate personal class if the output is greater than or equal to 
0.55. Otherwise, the image was rejected from the class. 

After images were classified with provided models, the accuracy rate and False 
Acceptance Rate (FAR) were calculated to comparison, as shown Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 : Result table of first part of experiment 

Model Accuracy rate (%) FAR(%) 
Levenberg Marquardt + SVD, color histogram 

(Proposed system) 
96 0 

Levenberg Marquard t+ PCA 76 11.63 
Levenberg Marquardt + SVD 80 6.98 

Levenberg Marquardt + SVD, gray histogram 90 6.25 
Levenberg Marquardt + color histogram 94 4.08 

Naïve Bayes + PCA 88 12 
Naïve Bayes + SVD 84 16 

Naïve Bayes + SVD, gray histogram 80 20 
Naïve Bayes + SVD, color histogram 64 36 

Naïve Bayes + color histogram 62 38 
k-Nearest Neighbor + PCA 74.21 25.79 
k-Nearest Neighbor + SVD 77.895 22.1 

k-Nearest Neighbor + SVD, gray histogram 80 20 
k-Nearest Neighbor + SVD, color  histogram 83.684 16.316 

k-Nearest Neighbor + color  histogram 91.053 8.947 
R-Prop + PCA 52 16.13 
R-Prop + SVD 84 2.325 

R-Prop + SVD, gray histogram 84 2.27 
R-Prop + SVD, color  histogram 60 0 

R-Prop + color  histogram 78 2.5 

According from the comparison of results, the features based on SVD and color 
histogram and multilayer perceptron with backpropagation learning and Levenberg-
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Marquardt algorithm were suitable for teeth recognition system. From the experiment, 
our proposed system gave the accuracy about 96% without any false acceptance. This 
means the SVD and color histogram feature can distinct each personal teeth-image. 
With the multilayer perceptron, backpropagation Levenberg-Marquardt learning 
algorithm, it can classify the features effectively without misclassifying wrong person.  
Due to the result, clearly, the features based on SVD and color histogram and multilayer 
perceotron with Levenberg-Marquardt learning was suitable to use in developing the 
teeth recognition system. Although the accuracy is about 96% without FAR, the 
performance might be improve after adding more specific features. The second part 
after this part is about the hybrid features using global feature from the first part and 
local feature together. 

5.2. Second Experiment 

In second part of experiment, three machine learning models that are Naïve 
Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbor, and Resilient propagation training algorithm are selected to 
compare with multilayer perceptrons with Levenberg-Marquardt training. Moreover, 
machine learning using only global features and using global and local features are also 
considered and evaluated in this experiment. 

For Naïve Bayes model, the proportion of training and testing was 75:25. Naïve 
Bayes classifies only global feature and hybrid features in this part. 

For k-Nearest Neighbor, in this part, this classifier is set as the first part that k is 
1. Besides in this part, the k-Nearest Neighbor using only global features and that using 
hybrid features are analyzed. 

For the Resilient propagation, this model is used to compare with our method. 
Five-fold cross validation was also considered together with 75:25 proportions of training 
images and testing images. The learning rate and the maximum epoch are set to be 
0.25 and 100, respectively. The values of two classes are set to be ’-1’ and ’1’. The linear 
activation function is chosen with two hidden layers consisting of three and four neurons, 
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respectively. All parameters are defined to yield the best results as possible. The image 
is assigned to the class whose output is greater than zero.  

For our proposed method, neural network with the Levenberg-Marquardt training 
algorithm, dataset was divided into training set and testing set with the proportion of 
75:25 as well as the five-fold cross validation. The parameters were set as described in 
chapter IV. The activation function is symmetrical linear function and the targets are set 
to be -1 and 1. 

After the images were classified with provided models, the accuracy rate and 
False Acceptance Rate (FAR) are calculated to comparison, as shown in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 : Result table of second part of experiment 

Model Feature Accuracy rate(%) FAR(%) 
Lavenberg Marquardt Mixed 93.6 0 
Lavenberg Marquardt Global 91.2 0.87 

Naïve Bayes Mixed 66.4 33.6 
Naïve Bayes Global 66.4 33.6 

k-Nearest Neighbor Mixed 76.6316 23.3684 
k-Nearest Neighbor Global 76.6316 23.3684 

R-Prop Mixed 81.6 0 
R-Prop Global 82.4 0.97 

From the experimental result, among all models with only global features, it is 
obvious that multilayer perceptron with Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm is better 
than other models in terms of accuracy and FAR.
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CHAPTER VI 

DISCUSSIONS 

In this chapter, the discussions are separated into two parts as the experiment. 
Each part will be discussed each part of the experiment respectively. 

From the first part of experimental results with the comparison among the 
methods, principal components gave lower accuracy than singular values because the 
PCA is based on eigenvector, the dimensionality reduction discarded the dimensions 
containing low variance. This means some information of feature vectors are lost whilst 
SVD decomposes the teeth image and the diagonal entries were used without any 
information loss. Additionally, this singular values gave higher accuracy, if they were 
combined with color histogram because the teeth from individuals also had the 
distinction in brightness and contrast. With the comparison of the gray histogram and 
color histogram, the color histogram gave better results. It means that gray images 
among many persons seem alike more than using color images. On the other hand, the 
personal behavior can change teeth color from time to time and the color can converge 
to that of other persons. Even though only the color histogram itself gave the high 
accuracy with small false acceptance, only histogram cannot guarantee the correctness 
of the result. 

The results for the Naïve Bayes and the k-Nearest Neighbor were in the same 
direction that SVD feature was better than PCA. On the other hand, the result of color 
histogram was better than the SVD and color histogram. Although this gave high result 
but if the dataset is larger, this rate will decrease because it is possible that more than 
two persons have similar color of teeth. For resilient backpropagtion algorithm, accuracy 
of color histogram is higher than that of singular values concatenated with color 
histogram but false acceptance rate is also higher. For the failure identification, our 
system cannot handle blurry image since the blurry factor affected the deviate of color 
histogram and singular values. 
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From the second part of the experiment, Naive Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbor and 
R-Prop are not appropriate to the mixed features. The results prove that although adding 
local features a input of their systems, the performance of them is not high enough to 
practically use. In case of Naive Bayes and k-Nearest Neighbor, their accuracy rate is 
not even changed. This means that the local features does not affect the performance of 
those models. However, the performance of multilayer perceptrons with Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm is higher after adding than that in recent experiment because the 
number of person (classes) is increased. However, with the combination of global 
features and local features, the Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation neural network 
can predict class of input with high accuracy. The FAR of the network is zero as well. 
Moreover, the failure in classification might be obtained from the physical characteristic 
of image when taken a shot. For instance, the motion blur causes the misclassified as 
shown in Figure 6.1. 

 

 

Figure 6.1. Example of a motion blur image in dataset 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

According from the comparison of results and discussion in the first part of the 
experiment, the features based on SVD and color histogram and multilayer perceptron 
with backpropagation learning and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm were suitable for 
teeth recognition system. From this experiment, the proposed system gave the accuracy 
about 96% without any false acceptance. This means the SVD and color histogram 
feature can distinct each personal teeth-image. With the multilayer perceptron, 
backpropagation Levenberg-Marquardt learning algorithm, it can classify the features 
effectively without misclassifying wrong person. This system can be used for biometric 
identification with easy and not consume too much resource for fitting in small device. 

For the second part of the experiment, according to the experiment results, the 
features based on SVD, color histogram and normalized teeth width with Levenberg-
Marquardt training algorithm are suitable to be form teeth recognition system. From the 
result, our proposed system gave the accuracy rate about 93.6% without false 
acceptance. This means that the dataset is larger, the more specific features is needed 
to make all feature vectors easier to classify. However, selecting classification model is 
also significant. Finally, this proposed system can be used for biometric identification 
with easiness and low resource consumption. 

 It can be concluded that the result shows that the multilayer perceptron with 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is satisfied as classification model with the linear 
transfer function. The feature vector that will be fed to the neural network is reduced 
dimension by using singular value decomposition. However the color histogram also 
assists to gain more accuracy. To yield better results, the teeth-width ratio is considered 
as local feature that can help the neural network performs better than the first part of the 
experiment using global features. 
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THE PICTURE IN THE DATABASE 

 In this research, the example of picture from the entire the data is illustrated 
below separated in group followed each person. Each person was taken 20 pictures. 
There are 25 persons that give support to this research. 
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